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The articulating digit underpins much of Touch Bionics’

technical advantage and it is this articulation that provides

the biggest benefit to the patient or user.

With the ability to bend, touch, pick-up and point – the

ProDigits used within an overall prosthesis reflect the function

of a natural hand more. Powered solutions have not been

available to partial hand amputees in the past. 

Now everything has changed.



Partial Hand

challenging

Not having fingers or a thumb to act in opposition to one another

makes simple tasks such as holding a fork or a cup difficult and

frustrating. Thanks to ProDigits, an expertly built prosthesis rebuilds

function and confidence.

Each individually powered ProDigit provides myoelectric control that

has never been possible before. Now patients or users with between

1-5 missing fingers have a solution for what was once a highly

debilitating condition.

There are physical criteria that dictate whether ProDigits are appropriate or not –

candidates must have ‘Amputation at Transmetacarpal Level’ or higher of one or more

fingers. It is possible to support candidates with a portion of the finger remaining,

however, this does affect the aesthetics of the overall prosthesis.

Figure illustrates level of hand

absence with diagram of prosthesis

with ProDigit mounted to provide

hand function utilizing remaining

thumb as active opposition post.

Hand Absence Dorsal view



Prosthesis Build

solution
The modular nature of each ProDigit and the

individually powered motor located within each

digit means that the clinician can build a

replacement prosthesis that is close to the

patient or users missing anatomy. Solutions can

be built to match the sound side or any

remaining fingers.

Thumb solutions can be built using either

powered or non-powered options. Sockets are

custom-designed and fabricated for each

individual’s needs.



Take Control

technology

ProDigits can be controlled via inputs from either FSR (Force

Sensitive Resistor) or Remote Electrodes – either input option

is chosen on the basis of either the signal site, the available

space and patient or user preference.

The control strategy is based on a traditional myoelectric

regime, however, Touch Bionics has developed BluetoothTM

enabled solutions that mean the clinician can adjust the finer

motor functions to the specific patient or user. A unique stall

feature allows patients or users to point single digits for

typing, hand gestures or the use of a telephone – amongst

other everyday tasks.



Form & Function

dexterity
Through the versatile construction of the ProDigit, prosthetists

and healthcare professionals are now able to construct partial

hand solutions that are both anatomically accurate and life

changing.

Touch Bionics’ development team has created a choice of two

innovative prosthesis coverings, both of which set new industry

benchmarks and meet specific usage objectives. Covering

options protect the hand from moisture and dust and include

high-tech clear skins through to natural skin shades. Subtle

highlights on the knuckles and palmar surface, and color

defined fingernail tips, give an enhanced, natural appearance.



North American Customers (Canada, Mexico & US)
Tel: +1-800-208-SKIN (7546)

Tel: +1-845-346-4225

UK & Non-North American Customers
Tel: +44 1506 438 556

Email: info@touchbionics.com

For address details and further information please visit our website:

Website: www.touchbionics.com
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